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stats began the round 2 playoffs with a win against hero. he then went on to play in a three match set against solar. stats qualified for the round of four with three straight wins, but lost his next two sets against trap. stats picked up his third win in a row with a 2-1 victory over sos. he qualified for the semifinals against patience, winning the first two games before dropping the third set. he then went on to beat
patience in the third place match. stats then dropped the finals against soo. he went 4-3 in the round 2 playoffs, his first loss of the year. byul eliminated stats from code s season 3 after stats lost his first match against hero. he did qualify for code a though, where he lost to trap in the first round. he went on to play in the round 1 playoffs. stats went up against trap. the first match was a battle of the mid-

season mvp candidates as stats took a lead, but lost his third. he went on to win the next three games to advance. stats went up against byun, the victor of the last two code s seasons. stats and his team took the first match by a wide margin, but byun was able to win game two. stats came back in game three, but byun took game four, sending stats into the losers bracket. stats played out the series, but a 0-3
loss in the fifth set meant he could not qualify. stats and kt rolster made it to the 2016 season of proleague after defeating jin air green wings in the round 1 playoffs. stats played in the round 1 playoffs, winning his first match against parting before dropping his second set to classic. he qualified for the round 2 playoffs after a 3-1 victory over trap. he then went up against hero in the round 2 playoffs. stats
took a map lead, but a poor third resulted in a loss. stats went on to take the next two games to qualify for the round of 8. he then lost to genius, his fourth loss of the season. stats took the first match in the round of 8 against maru, but went down in game three. he then played in the round of 4, where he faced patience. the first match went to stats, but patience caught fire in game two, winning two more

games to send stats to the round of 8. he then played in the round of 8, losing to solar. stats went 4-3 in round 2, his first winless set of 2016.
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